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Abstract
Educators have many demands placed on them that influences classroom instruction and the
amount of time spent on each subject area. Teachers typically spend a large part of the day
focusing on reading. However, they are less likely to spend the same amount of time on writing
instruction. This project states the importance of writing instruction having an equal amount of
time devoted to it as reading and should be taught in coordination with reading. It is important
for students to receive quality writing instruction because it is a skill they will need to develop to
become successful in post secondary school and beyond. This project will be an informational
professional development session designed to show educators the value of time spent on
writing instruction and how combining writing instruction with reading instruction will help
improve writing education. At the completion of the professional development course, educators
in attendance will hopefully take what they have learned and apply it to his or her classroom to
improve the quality of writing instruction. Along with the professional development session this
project will include follow up professional learning community (PLC) meeting outlines, monthly
PLC meeting agendas, writing stages tracking form, writing progress tracking record, and a self
monitoring record for teachers.
Key words: early childhood education, writing instruction, professional development
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Chapter One: Introduction
Problem Statement
In today's elementary education classroom, teachers have many teaching
responsibilities. Teachers typically spend a large part of the day focusing on reading. However,
they are less likely to spend the same amount of time on writing instruction. Not only do the
subject areas of reading and math get more instruction time, they also receive more attention in
research and funding (Harris et al.,2013). Writing instruction should have an equal amount of
time devoted to it as reading, and should be taught in coordination with reading. "Early literacy
instruction in only reading is not enough if students are to read and to write well" (Jones et al.,
2010, p. 339).
The creation of the common core state standards in 2010 tried to address this problem
and focus on reading and writing being taught together. The standards are specific about
connections formed between reading and writing. These standards say that students have to
comprehend text using the reading standards taught, then they need to be able to express the
information learned in their writing (Shanahan, 2015). Teaching standards before the common
core viewed writing and reading separately with different standards, curriculum, assessments,
and plans (Shanahan, 2015). It was thought that the new standards would increase the amount
of time spent on writing and writing instruction (Shanahan, 2015). Even though the standards
were written to promote reading and writing equally, reading instruction still seems to take
precedence in elementary classrooms for a variety of reasons. One of these reasons could be
the lack of education and resources made available to them. Teachers feel they do not have the
proper preparation to teach writing. Since they do not have proper preparation, they do not use
interventions they learn (Harris et. al, 2013). Improvement in writing instruction starts with
teachers gaining practical and useful ways they can integrate writing instruction into their
reading instruction.
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Importance of the Problem and Rationale of the Project
It is generally understood in the teaching community that writing and reading develop
together, and thus should be taught in association. Teachers should use the topics they are
teaching about during reading time and build their writing instruction around those same topics.
In this way, students will have multiple opportunities to listen to and read a wide variety of texts,
including poems, stories, magazine articles, and others. When students have these
opportunities, they become familiar with multiple text structures. The more children listen, read,
and interact with a text, the more prepared they are to write their own text (Pilonieta et al.,
2014). Writing development starts early and relies on reading development, so teachers should
incorporate this into their daily instruction.
Since reading and writing development happen so early in a child's education journey it
is important that teachers teach writing and reading together starting in kindergarten. If teachers
do not do this, and place value on other subject area over writing, it will impact students as they
continue growing and move up in their education. According to Michigan School Data, 32.4% of
third grade students in the 2020-2021 school year were not proficient in literacy, 24.8% of
students were partially proficient, 21.8% of students were proficient, and 21% were advanced
(MI School Data, 2021). This data shows that in third grade the largest category of English
scores fall in the not proficient category. This one set of data shows that we need to teach
literacy different. Having a blended reading and writing instruction would benefit students’
overall literacy development. If writing and reading were taught together, more students might
have the literacy foundation they need to fall into the proficient or advanced category. In order to
get more students by third grade in the proficient or advanced category, teachers need to know
the importance of teaching writing with reading and implement this instruction into their
classrooms.
One outcome of low literacy proficiency is students seeing themselves as struggling and
not wanting to read and write as they progress in school. These feelings and actions can persist
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for years to come. Struggling readers often do not participate in class and hide because they
want to avoid teasing by showing their lack of knowledge (Brozo, 1990). Hiding in the classroom
only increases literacy deficiencies and confidence levels can continue to drop. "With little
practice, skills decline further, leading to more hiding out and more bluffing" (Brozo, 1990,
p.324). However, a blended reading and writing program has the potential to give students
opportunity to gain and practice skills, while building confidence that will prevent hiding in the
classroom.
Another consequence to low achievement and reluctantly in reading and writing is low
graduation rates. According to the Michigan Department of Technology, Management, and
Budget, Michigan's graduation rate declined in 2020-2021. In 2020-2021, the 4-year graduation
rate decreased to 80.47%. That was one point six percentage decrease from 2019-2020
(Michigan Department of Technology, Management, and Budget, 2022). A number of factors
impact this decrease is graduation rates. One of those factors is low achievement and students
not wanting to finish school. However, providing a balanced reading and writing instruction can
set up students with the tools they need to finish high school.
Literacy performance does not just affect students in school, but also affects people
outside of school in the workforce. To obtain some jobs, applicants must produce a writing
sample. If the sample does not meet the organization’s standard, they might not get the job.
Also, if someone writes better, they will be chosen over the other person. A job candidate with a
strong reading and writing background should be able to produce a strong writing sample.
"Failure to acquire strong writing abilities restricts opportunities for both postsecondary
education and employment" (Harris et al., 2013, p. 538). Students need to write in school. And,
writing is learned by doing it not just once, but over and over again (Tucker, 2017).
Since there is a general understanding that reading needs to be taught at an early age,
so should writing. According to Kartal et al. (2016), writing development happens in three
stages: emergent writing, early writing, and developing fluency. Students in kindergarten and
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the first semester of first grade should be in the emergent writing stage. Early writing
encompasses students in the second half of first grade and the first part of second grade.
Students in the developing fluency stage are developing their own interests towards writing and
getting support from their teacher (Kartal et al., 2016). The beginning stages of writing are
developed prior to the second semester of second grade so writing should be emphasized from
the very beginning of school.
According to Ahmed et al. (2022), since writing and reading develop together, students
who struggle in reading often also have difficulty writing. Students who have difficulty writing are
typically also slower when re-reading a text. Students who struggle with word-level reading also
have difficulties in spelling memory and handwriting (Ahmed et al., 2022). Teachers can help
students having trouble with both reading and writing by teaching the subjects together. If
students become better readers, they will have a strong foundation to help them become better
writers.
Writing development is going to be different for all students. Each student’s progression
though the writing stages will be different. A classroom teacher will have students in different
stages in the same classroom. Teachers need to identify early on in the school year what writing
stage every student is currently apart of in order to meet their writing development needs.
Teachers can then build their reading and writing instruction around individual needs to further
their development and progression through the writing stages. When students are not given
quality instruction and time to write during these development stages, their writing development
will likely be hindered.
Background of the Project
Teachers should make writing a priority in their classroom and give students adequate
time to write daily. According to United States Department of Education Educator's Practice
Guide titled, Teaching Elementary School Students to be Effective Writers, students beginning
in first grade need a minimum of one hour each day focused on writing. In that hour, thirty
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minutes should be spent directly teaching strategies, skills, and techniques. The rest of the hour
should be time given to students to implement the skills, strategies, and techniques they learned
during the direct lessons (Bradley et al., 2018).
Writing instruction varies between schools in our country. Either teachers have a solid
writing program and give students considerable time to write, or they do not. According to
Graham (2019), in some classrooms writing instruction is exemplary, but in most cases, this is
not the reality. In most classrooms writing instruction is not enough.
Graham and Rijlaarsdam (2016) analyzed writing education around the world. They
looked at writing instruction in America and other countries. In American schools, they found
that the amount of time spent on writing instruction was inconsistent among first grade
classrooms thought the county. Although it typically tends to vary, the average amount of time
spent on writing instruction is thirty minutes a day. Along with the average amount of writing
time in the United States being under the recommended one hour a day, when writing is
assigned, it is not complex enough. According to Graham (2019), assigned writing activities
involved a small amount of extended writing. Students were rarely asked to write a piece longer
than a paragraph. However, writing instruction should be more involved than writing one
paragraph. Quality writing takes time and multiple drafts. To strengthen students’ writing,
teachers need to teach students how to plan, draft, revise, set goals, organize, and encourage
students to write pieces together (Graham, 2020).
In the studies focused on writing instruction in other countries, Graham and Rijlaarsdam
(2016) found that it is hard to compare writing time and instruction between different countries
because counties have different cultural values. It was evident, however, that writing time and
instruction varies from country to country. One of their studies looked at students in Italy and
Finland. They found students in these countries spend about four times as much time on writing
in the classroom compared to students in the United States. Since comparing time spent on
writing is hard, based on cultural differences, the authors suggested that when looking at writing
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instruction, we should focus on what teachers do, what students think, and the quality of student
writing. Focusing on these characteristics is important in all countries. School districts should
remember these suggestions when preparing teachers to teach writing.
Graham and Rijlarrsdam's (2016) studies in American classrooms show insight into the
amount of time spent in American classrooms on writing instruction. When students, especially
in early elementary school, do not receive the recommended writing time, it hinders their
development in the writing stages. Integrating writing into reading is one way teachers can make
sure their students are getting the recommended time on writing each day. All teachers,
especially elementary teachers, should know the development stages of writing and the amount
time writing instruction should receive.
Today writing is taught incessantly across classrooms. There is no set curriculum on
what and how it needs to be taught. Coker et al., (2016) focused their research on first grade
writing to see what was getting taught. When looking at writing instruction teaching the
component that was taught most frequently was skills, followed by the process of writing, then
came composition instruction, occurring less frequently was sharing (Coker et al., 2016). When
looking at how instruction was given they found that almost always writing instruction was taught
when the entire class was grouped together. It was teacher led discussion with students
answering questions. There was very little modeling done by the teacher or discussion done or
led by students (Coker et al., 2016). Besides teacher led discussion writing can be taught using
a workshop model. Lucy Calkins developed the workshop model and teachers have came to
adapt their own version of it. Writing done in a workshop model is the opposite of direction
instruction. The teacher engages in conferences with individual children talking about their
writing (Feinberg 2007). Using individual conferences students can write about different things
and are guided though the writing process. Calkins has no set guidelines about what students
write about, instead, she believes students need to focus on writing about their own lives and
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experiences (Feinberg 2007). Writing today in classrooms is very inconstant and widely varies
in approaches as we see in these two examples of writing instruction.
Teachers lack of focus on writing in classrooms today can be because of teachers feel
up-prepared to teach writing. Gilbert and Graham (2010) surveyed teachers in grades four
through sixth to find out their level of preparation to teach writing. Two out of every three
teachers shared they received very little or no preparation in college on how to teach writing
(Gilbert & Graham, 2010). If teachers receive little to no college training on how to teach writing
they will not know what to do in the classroom. It is then up to the teacher to find professional
development to increase their skills of teaching writing. Teachers did have a positive experience
getting writing preparation after college experiences. Eighty percent indicated their professional
development was adequate to extensive in skills to teach writing (Gilbert & Graham, 2010). If
teacher education classes in college are not teaching future teachers how to teach writing their
needs to be quality professional development courses available for teachers to attend.
Along with teachers levels of writing preparation teachers attitude toward writing affects
writing instruction in classrooms. Teachers who had a positive attitude toward writing were more
likely to not only spend time teaching writing but also ask their students to write (Brindle et al.,
2016). This research shows the need for increasing teachers knowledge on teaching writing so
they can have a better attitude toward it. Students ability to write well should not be influenced
by their teachers attitude toward teaching writing.
Writing is the foundation to all other subject areas in primary school and college.
Students will also need to have the ability to write once they are done with school and enter a
working society. Teachers need to implement high quality writing instruction and support
students to develop essential writing skills so they have the foundation they need as they
advance in school and life (De Smedt & Van Keer, 2014). Without a strong reading and writing
foundation students will struggle in their future schooling and in society. Having an integrated
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reading and writing instruction starting in early elementary school will help students be
successful in their entire school carrier and society.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this project is to create a professional development course for educators
to show them the importance of teaching writing alongside of reading. The professional
development course will be an initial session followed by a professional learning community
(PLC) meeting each month for follow up learning and discussion. The initial session will be
presented before the school year starts. This will vary from school to school but it would be
taught typically in August. This course or session will include a presentation on the value of
focused writing instruction, research and theory behind proper writing instruction, ideas of how
to integrate writing into their reading instruction, interventions to help struggling readers and
writers, ideas on what can be done at home, and time for discussion with other attendees. The
monthly professional learning community meetings will act as a follow up meant to be ongoing
discussion about the implementation of integration of reading and writing in their classrooms. In
these monthly meetings, teachers will have an opportunity to talk with each other about how it is
working in their classrooms, they will be given time to ask questions, offer suggestion on
changes that can be made to best benefit students, and be given time to look at student work.
The professional development course along with follow up meetings will show educators what
focusing on writing alongside reading can do for their students. It will give teachers tools to use
in their classroom, but it will not provide a detailed writing curriculum.
This professional development course is meant to be given to educators of all levels.
Participants in the initial session can include teachers of all grades including preschool, support
staff, building principles, school administration, curriculum instructors and community leaders.
Classroom teachers will take what they learned and apply it to their own classroom. Support
staff will learn what classroom teachers are doing in their classroom and walk away with ideas
on how they can help classroom teachers and students with reading and writing instruction.
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School principles, school administration leaders, curriculum instructors and community leaders
can benefit by learning that an integrated reading and writing program will benefit students in all
grade levels and have a lasting impact on students as they leave school and enter the
workforce. The monthly professional learning community meetings will be geared to the
classroom teachers and building principles as continued learning centered around integration of
reading and writing being taught together.
This professional development course will address the problem of writing not getting
enough focus in the classroom because teachers will learn how writing can be taught with their
reading program. If the teachers are spending time on reading instruction, then they will be
spending time on writing instruction. They will learn how the two subject areas work together
and build off each other. When teachers have an integrated reading and writing program it puts
the focus back on writing. Writing will then receive the amount of instruction time it deserves in
the classroom.
Objectives of the Project


The students will have the opportunity to learn how to read along with learning how to
write at the same time.



The students will experience intentional writing instruction that is focused around their
needs as both readers and writers.



Educators will learn the benefits of spending an appropriate amount of time dedicated to
writing instruction daily.



Teachers will learn how to combine their writing and reading instruction in an early
childhood setting.
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Definitions of Key Terms
Common Core State Standards- A set of standards designed to guide the development and
organization of school curriculum. The goal is that all students are proficient according to the
Common Core State Standards (Taylor et al., 2014).
Curriculum- The entire set of experiences that children participate in and learn as they progress
through school (Male & Walters, 2012)
Comprehensive Literacy Instruction- Literacy instruction that focuses on listening, reading,
speaking, and writing (Marrow & Gambrell, 2019).
Professional Development (PD) - The way teachers receive continuing education. Continuing
education is a way to update and concentrate the information and skills teachers learned their
initial teacher education program (Martin & Hargreaves, 2014).
Professional Learning Communities- Small group of teachers meeting regularly. Teachers
engage in discussion about teaching practices and student outcomes (Martin & Hargreaves,
2014)
Scope of the Project
This project focuses on a professional development course to educate attendees on the
importance of writing instruction and benefits of combining writing and reading instruction.
Elementary education teachers, support staff, building principles, administrators and community
leaders would benefit from attending this course. The goal of this course is for attendees to
come away with a new understanding of the need for adequate writing instruction. This would
include research and theory behind proper writing instruction, the value of focused writing
instruction, ideas of how to integrate writing into their reading instruction, interventions to help
struggling readers and writers, ideas on what can be done at home, and time for discussion with
other attendees. This professional development course would not provide a curriculum to follow
or explicit writing units.
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There may be several factors that could impact the success of this project. One factor is
teacher buy-in. If teachers are not willing to change their writing instruction, they may continue
to not allow for appropriate instruction time for writing. Support from administrators could also
impact the success of this project. Administrators have authority to influence what is taught in
the classroom. If administrators realize the importance of proper writing instruction and teaching
writing in association with reading, they may guide teachers towards changing their teaching
practices. Curriculum demands may also impact the success of this project. Even if educators
attending this professional development course are motivated to change, they may not be able
to if other curriculum demands prevent it. Since we cannot control everything taught in
classrooms, this professional development course aims to help teachers to make improvements
that will benefit student education.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
Writing instruction in classrooms today is undervalued and taught inconsistently. Student
writing is often dominated by tasks in which the teacher does all the writing and students are
only asked to fill in missing information (Applebee & Langer, 2011). There are many benefits to
students learning how to write because we write for many different purposes. We write to share
factual information, tell stories, share our experiences, share our imagination, and find out who
we are (Graham et. al., 2019). Writing also is a way to share personal connections between
family, friends, and others who we are not with in person (Graham et. al., 2019). Writing done at
school influences students' future writing.
This literature review focuses on the educational theories and research that shape
quality writing instruction. The four theories that shape writing instruction are cognitive process,
sociocultural, social cognitive, and ecological. The two theories that best apply to this project are
cognitive process and social cognitive. These theories will be highlighted in this literature
review, followed by the research guiding best practices in quality writing instruction. The
research is broken up into three main sections: the connection between reading and writing,
principles of practice, and teacher change. The research shows the importance of writing being
taught alongside of reading, the qualities that make quality writing instruction, and the
importance of teachers participating in professional development to help change writing
instruction. This literature review finishes with a summary of literature and how it relates to the
project.
Theory and Rationale
Writing Theories
Often in literature, four theories inform our thinking on writing instruction: cognitive
process, sociocultural, social cognitive, and ecological (Hodges, 2017). Writing instruction, when
done properly, draws upon a mixture of these theories.
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Cognitive process theory says, "writing is viewed as a complex system of inner-working
cognitive processes" (Hodges, 2017, p.139). Writing done under this theory is focused on the
writing processes of brainstorming, pre-writing, drafting, revising, and editing (Hodges, 2017).
When using this theory, educators tend to focus more on the processes involved in developing a
finished product than writing conventions (Hodges, 2017).
Sociocultural theory "emphasizes motivation, affect, and social influences as
components of writing" (Hodges, 2017, p.141). Sociocultural theory essentially focuses on the
fact that other people, culture, traditions, economic status, and other influences will impact
writing. "Teachers play an active role in instructing students, offering support, providing
feedback, and modeling the writing process" (Hodges, 2017, p.141).
Social cognitive theory states that "writing is an activity that requires meaning-making as
well as self-understanding" (Hodges, 2017, p.142). Therefore, writing serves as a reflection of
the author's thinking and understanding. Student writing is a result of his or her choices.
Students can choose what he or she wants to write about and how (Hodges, 2017).
Ecological theory states that "people are influenced by proximal process" (Hodges,
2017, p.144). In other words, ecological theory states that writing can reflect how the author
individually responds to the world around them. Student writing using this theory is influenced by
their relationships and interactions with others. Teaching writing with this theory in mind can be
done with the use of mentor text. Students interact with the text and apply the same strategies
in his or her writing (Hodges, 2017).
For the purposes of this project, I will primarily focus on the cognitive process theory and
social cognitive theory, as they speak to the relationship between reading and writing.
Cognitive Process Theory
Writing in cognitive process theory is done through a process. According to Flower and
Hayes (1981), these stages are pre-writing, writing, and re-writing. Flower and Hayes (1981)
also explain that these stages are not definite. According to the cognitive process theory, the
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pre-writing stage happens before words go on the paper, writing is when a piece is being
written, and re-writing is a final review and rewrite of the writing piece. (Flower & Hayes, 1981).
When writers write they are always pre-writing, writing, and re-writing.
Teachers using this theory in their writing instruction are helping students work through
these stages as they write. Teachers will not rely on a set model of development using this
theory. Teachers will track students' individual progress and help when it is needed (Schultz &
Fecho, 2000). Some students may need more guidance and help in one stage than another.
Teachers should know their students and when they need assistance. Teachers and educators
need to desert the linear growth model to track student growth in writing. They need to watch for
individualities in each student's writing (Schultz & Fecho, 2000). These individualities will give
teachers a picture of how the students sense and express their world (Schultz & Fecho, 2000).
Students can also help each other work though the different stages. Students can help each
other by brainstorming together, helping each other write their pieces, and then revising each
other’s writing pieces. In the writing process, students are able to change their writing at any
time (Mahlow et al., 2022). This supports the cognitive theory thinking that students can go back
and change their writing if they do not like it or have something to add. Cognitive process theory
is a focused writing process where students write in stages. The writing stages can be repeated
as writers go through a cycle-type approach to writing.
Social Cognitive Theory
Writing completed through a social cognitive theory includes a perception of the author's
understanding of the topic. Teachers using this theory should give students a choice in what
topics they will write about. Students in the same classroom can be writing about different
topics. Social cognitive theory of writing emphasizes the point that students should have their
own opinions, as their growth changes in the social process of writing (Hodges et. al, 2016).
That is, as student writers express their own thoughts, those thoughts might change as they
grow as writers. Along with being aware of their own thoughts and opinions, authors need to
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keep in mind their audience's thoughts. In the social cognitive perspective, writers should be
conscious of their reader's beliefs and communicate those beliefs and thoughts successfully
(Zimmerman & Risemberg, 1997). This will take time and the writer will have to revise their
pieces until they are successful in getting their message across (Zimmerman & Risemberg,
1997).
Zimmerman and Risernberg (1997) state that writing is a social cognitive process that
can be grouped into three categories: environmental, behavioral, and personal. The
environmental process suggests the writer needs to conform to their writing environment. The
behavioral process is the writer’s ability to adapt to different writing activities. The personal
process involves the writer adapting their beliefs and attitudes into their own writing
(Zimmerman & Risernberg, 1997). These categories show the different factors that students
adapt to as writers. Every year students will have a different teacher, environment, classmates,
audience, and beliefs that they will have to be able to adjust to. Through all these changes they
will produce new and different writing. Being able to adapt to these social cognitive categories
will help students grow as writers.
Classroom writing completed under the social cognitive theory lens features students
working together on their writing pieces. According to Schultz and Fecho (2000), writing is a
social cognitive activity because students collaborate with others. Students collaborate by
writing with each other and for each other. They form a deep relationship with each other and
their teachers (Schultz & Fecho, 2000). Another social aspect of writing is sharing their writing
pieces either during the writing process or when finished. This is also a form of collaboration
because students can offer a variety of suggestions to the author sharing their writing.
Classrooms using a social cognitive framework around writing instruction will have students
writing about what they choose but in a way that they can help each other beginning to end in
the writing process. According to Hodges, Feng, Kuo and McTigue (2016), this theory links
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reading and writing because it has a focus on the readers and writers themselves. Since this
theory is focused on students as both readers and writers, it supports the need for this project.
Research and Evaluation
The Connection Between Reading and Writing
Teachers look for ways to connect learning across subject areas. By connecting
learning, it builds instruction in both subject areas because it shows students how they are
connected to each other. Reading and writing are connected, and students can value from
instruction being taught together. According to Graham (2020), students' results on an
academic task is likely influenced by past experiences in the subject areas of reading and
writing, or past instruction on both subject areas.
In Graham's (2020) research about writing and reading needing to be more integrated,
he offers six suggestions on how to build better readers and writers at the same time. Since
writing and reading are connected, these suggestions can be made to improve instruction in
both areas. His suggestions for reading include: paying attention to the different vocabulary
words and ways words are spelled, paying attention to new content being learned, reading
about different subjects and topics to build background knowledge, and finding the author’s
purpose behind the text they are reading. Graham goes on to suggest that to become better
writers, students need to know key vocabulary words. They need to know how to spell words
and how word families and word patterns influence words. Writers need background information
on a topic before they can write. Reading about a topic builds that background knowledge to
lead to better writing. When students know the author's purpose of a text they have read, they
can apply that to their writing and make sure the writing style matches their purpose. His
suggestions for writing instruction include making sure the writing piece is organized and has a
flow, gain a phonemic understanding of words and word families, and write using the writing
process and steps. These suggestions influence reading instruction by helping a student
comprehend a text after reading it and building reading fluency.
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Influences on reading
One area that reading and writing are connected is building reading comprehension.
According to Graham and Herbert (2011), when students write about a topic they have read
about, they are more likely to be able to comprehend it. Through their findings, they found
different writing activities to enhance this comprehension connection. "The study found four
types of writing activities to be effective: extended writing, summary writing, note taking, and
answering/generating questions" (Graham & Hebert, 2011, pg 733). Writing instruction positively
influencing reading comprehension is one benefit of teaching reading and writing together.
Quality writing instruction will have an influence on students’ reading and writing skills.
Jones, Reutzel and Fargo (2010) studied two different writing instructional methods taught to
kindergarten students. In both methods their study showed significant student growth in
phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, and word reading (Jones et al., 2010). However,
they found that the type of writing instruction did not have a difference in the outcome of their
study. Growth of early reading skills appeared in both methods of writing instruction (Jones et
al., 2010). Students need quality writing instruction with time to write to build foundational
reading skills.
Influences on writing
Reading a self-selected text will increase students’ motivation to read. Self-selected text
can also have an influence on writing. Taylor and Clark (2021) found that there is a connection
between free choice reading and free choice writing. Students who read a wide variety of books
in different genres are likely to have a wider range of topics to write about (Taylor & Clark,
2021). Students will benefit from this when reading and writing about topics they are interested
in. Students show they want to write about the same topics they enjoy reading about using the
same style as the book (Taylor & Clark, 2021). Knowing this connection between self-selected
text and self-selected writing is valuable for the teacher and student outcomes. It is important
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that teachers find space to have students free write and use self-selected text to build their
writing (Taylor & Clark, 2021).
When students interact with a text it benefits their writing performance. Graham et al.
(2018) focused on students interacting with reading and then seeing how it affected their writing.
They focused on students preschool though high school. When students were interacting with
words, text, or even watching others interacting with words and text, eighteen out of every
twenty students created resulted in a positive effect on writing performance. There were
significant improvements on writing performance along with improvements in writing quality and
spelling (Graham et al., 2018). Students need opportunity to interact with what they are reading
but they also need time to write. Teachers incorporating opportunities to interact with text and
write will see positive results. Writing quality and spelling improved when students were reading
words, reading more, analyzing text written by others, and observing others interact with text
(Graham et al., 2018). Reading and interacting with text in different ways benefits students’
overall writing quality.
When teachers connect writing and reading instruction, they are teaching students at
multiple levels. According to Wood Ray (2006), teachers are not only teaching about reading
genres, but they are also teaching students to think and engage as writers would. She goes on
to say, students will begin to recognize things about writing and some people might not notice.
When students pick up on these traits about writing it will help them develop their own writing
(Wood Ray, 2006). Students begin to learn about text and genres and then their knowledge
transfers over to thinking about writing and how to better their own writing.
For more school districts to teach writing and reading together, they need to see that it
will be beneficial to their students. Graham et al. (2018) conducted a study to see the
effectiveness of a balanced literacy program. They conducted a meta-analysis on writing and
reading instruction in students preschool though twelfth grade. They wanted to find out if writing
and reading improved in a balanced reading program. They found eighteen of twenty studies
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saw a positive result on reading development. They also found eighteen of twenty investigations
found a positive result on the posttest. There was a positive and substantial growth on
measures of overall writing tasks (Graham et. al, 2018).
Principles of Practice
Time to write
Students benefit from having time to write. One positive outcome from giving students
time to write is increased writing scores and outcomes on state test. Troia et al. (2011) studied
writing instruction for a year in a school in the state of Washington. They found that teachers are
spending over forty-five minutes a day on writing instruction four to five days a week. In this
same school, "6 out of every 10 students in the fourth grade, even those from low-income
families, met or exceeded standards on the Washington Assessment of Student Learning the
state’s key accountability measure, in reading (WASL-R)and writing (WASL-W)" (Troia et
al.,2011, p.160). This school is also seeing positive trend in the WASL-W from 1997-2003 (Troia
et al.,2011). Time spent on writing instruction along with other quality writing instruction is
having a positive effect on students at this school.
Another outcome of giving students the correct amount of time each day for writing is
that students develop as writers. According to Calkins and Ehrenworth (2016), writing develops
with use. Writers need time to write. When students are getting the recommended time to write
each day they develop as writers. Developing the stamina to write also is an outcome of giving
students time to write. Wood Ray (2004) notes the reason why a student writes well is because
they put time into their writing. Time devoted to writing should develop the stamina students
need to stick with their writing piece (Wood Ray, 2004).
Giving students time to write leads them to think about writing more often. "Just knowing
they will write every day enables them to think about writing when they are not actually writing"
(Graves et al., 1980, p.40). Students can think about writing in many different places. This can
lead to new topic ideas or them adding to current writing pieces. When students write less
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frequently, they do not benefit from thinking that happens outside of writing (Graves et al.,
1908).
Teachers looking for a way to increase the amount of time students spend writing can
increase writing done at home. Cutler and Graham (2008) suggest having students write at
home and write more when learning about other subjects as a way to increase time spent on
writing. Increasing the amount of time students write at home will also have a positive impact on
their performance at school. "Children who independently practice writing words and letters
exhibited higher scores on writing assessments as compared to children who did not" (Guo et
al., 2022 p.221). Parents should encourage children to practice writing at home (Guo et al.,
2022).
Choice in writing
Another principle of a balanced reading and writing program is choice. Students should
have a choice in what they read and in what they write about. In the book Writing Workshop:
The Essential Guide, authors Fletcher and Portalupi (2001) note that students learn best when
they have a reason to learn. When students choose that reason for learning, they will produce
their best work. When teachers teach with choice and students have an authentic purpose to
write, they pay attention to instruction in a different way (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Students
are more likely to be engaged and receptive when teachers let them choose the topics they
want to write about and how they want to write it (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Giving choices
allows students to be engaged and active in their learning.
Student choice in what they write about will change as the year goes on. Williams (2018)
studied how children write with an interactive writing approach. She found that children write in
different genres. She observed that in the beginning of the year, students chose to write simple
texts about 'I like’, ‘my friends', individual experiences, and popular events. As the year
progressed, students wrote more refined non-fiction and informational stories (Williams 2018).
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With that, they learned different writing skills to try out new genres and write with more
complexity.
Choice writing also allows teachers to get to know their students. In the book When
Writers Drive the Workshop, author Brian Kissel writes about the advantages of giving students
choices in their writing. When students have a choice in what they write about, their teachers
can learn about their lives and what they are interested in. With that, sometimes students even
share with teachers things that are hard for teachers to hear (Kissel, 2017). If teachers assign
topics, they lose the opportunity to learn about their students. However, when students choose
their topics, they can feel valued and that their stories matter (Kissel, 2017). Giving students
choice in what they want to write about is supported by the social cognitive theory. To review,
Hodges et al. (2016) stated the connection between students having a voice in what they write
about and the social cognitive theory. When teachers are assigning topics, they are limiting
students’ opportunity to be social. Students may have less desire to talk and learn from each
other because they might not have an interest in the topic.
Publish writing
Publishing writing is another piece to a balanced reading and writing program.
Publication happens at the end of a writing unit. After weeks spent writing, when different drafts
are completed and edited, students choose their final piece to take to publication (Kissel, 2017).
Publication is a form of sharing that students can participate in (Parry & Hornsby, 1985, as cited
in Jasmine & Weiner, 2007). The ability to become published writers can increase motivation in
students. Rhodes and Dudley-Marling (1996, as cited in Jasmine & Weiner, 2007) state that
publishing gives students personal reasons to revise and edit their work. Publication puts all the
pieces together after going through the writing process. Publishing shows students what their
goal is.
Publication can come in different forms. One platform teachers can take advantage of to
publish writing is technology. For example, social platforms can store student written pieces in
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one place acting like a library (Loewenstein et al., 2021). Students can also use websites to
publish writing. Student created school or classroom websites incorporate technology into
publishing (Smith, 2003). Student writing can be uploaded to the school website for others to
read. Regardless of the form, being able to have work published is a part of a writing program
that benefits students.
Author share
Authors sharing their writing orally is another principle of having a balanced reading and
writing program. A time should be set aside for students to read their writing piece to another
student or to a classmate. During this time, teachers guide students on how to give and get
responses to classmates writing (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Share time can be done at any
point in the writing process. Shubitz and Dorfman (2019) suggest having students participate in
different types of share sessions at different times in the writing process. Share time can be a
time for celebrating student writing, and a time for teaching (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001),
because students teach each other. When sharing, writers learn about their writing but also the
other students learn about the writer. When students learn about each other, they build a
stronger community. Everyone learns during author sharing because they get to know each
other better (Kissel, 2017).
Another benefit to students sharing their writing is that students can get ideas from each
other. Listening to other students’ writing can prompt new ideas (Helsel et al., 2022). When a
student is sharing what they wrote, another student may connect with it or think of something
similar that has happened to them. This might spark an idea they too can write about. A
dedicated time set aside for sharing may help students think of topics to write about.
Author sharing sometimes might be the very last step in the writing process with
students sharing their published writing pieces. In their book Already Ready: Nurturing Writers in
Preschool and Kindergarten, authors Wood Ray and Glover (2008) advocate for young children
to write and illustrate books. When the books are completed, they encourage teachers to have
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students share their published book with the class. They advocate for sharing books to help
students understand the complete writing process. Sharing books helps students understand
that writing ends with reading (Ray & Glover, 2008). Sharing completed published writing
connects writing and reading. Student writing is built around connections to their reading.
Children need to see that their books are created for the same purpose as the professional
books they have in their classroom (Ray & Glover, 2008).
Teacher Change
Professional development
To change the standard of writing in classrooms, teachers need to be educated on how
to teach writing. One way to do this is through professional development focused on teaching
writing. Calkins and Ehrenworth (2016) note we need to raise student writing to a new level. The
first step to raise the level of student writing is to raise the knowledge level of teachers.
Professional development opportunities allow teachers to learn from others. They form a closer
community that will help each improve writing instruction. Professional development brings the
entire school into a supportive community of continuous improvement (Calkins & Ehrenworth,
2016).
Calkins and Ehrenworth (2016) suggest some qualities to a good professional
development to effectively help teachers’ writing instruction. They suggest that professional
development needs to be planned and advocated for. During the professional development,
teachers need time to find examples of good writing, develop writing methods, work with
teachers across grades to create a writing progression, and finally they need a safe space to
write, teach and plan (Calkins & Ehrenworth, 2016). These are good qualities for educators
planning a writing professional development to make sure are included for attendees.
Writing professional development is not just a one-time course teachers attend. BifuhAmbe (2013) suggests that professional development workshops need to be offered more than
ten weeks for participants to focus on learned skills and have time to reflect on how to apply the
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skills to the classroom. Graham (2019) also suggests that professional development should be
intensive and sustained over time. Teachers should collect data on whether writing practices
learned in the professional development achieved the intended outcomes, make changes to the
instructional practices, and modify instruction as educators see fit. According to Graham,
professional development should be a planned set aside time frequently for teachers to look at
student growth and see what adjustments need to be implemented.
Graham (2019) also has many suggestions for elements to include in a writing
professional development, such as designing the professional development across grade levels
supporting writing, reading, and learning. He suggests that expectations should be shared with
teachers and administrators. The professional development should align other efforts in
curriculum change. It should be centered around the needs of teachers and new teachers to the
school district. The materials used should be the same as materials used in the classroom
(Graham 2019). Educators planning professional writing development need to consider what
elements will make their writing professional development most helpful for both teachers and
students.
Writing instruction consists of different aspects from the cognitive process, sociocultural,
social cognitive, and ecological theories. The professional development course coming from this
project will include a summary of the four different theories but will focus specifically on the
theories of cognitive process and social cognitive. This professional development, drawing on
cognitive process theory, will assist teachers in understanding the stages of writing. A
classroom will include students in different writing stages. Students will also move through the
stages at different rates. Teachers will learn this and how to instruct students working through
writing stages at different times. Understanding the fundamental theories used in writing
instruction will help teachers make sure they provide complete and well-formed writing lessons.
"Connecting theory to practice, teachers ensure that their instruction encourages students'
learning" (Hodges, 2017, p.145). This allows teachers to help develop well-rounded writers.
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Summary
Starting in elementary school, students need to develop many writing skills and their own
style of writing in order become diverse writers (Colwell, 2018). Many factors will influence and
change their writing styles as they grow and develop. Teachers will guide students' writing
development based on four different theories of writing instruction. The four theories that will
help students develop writing skills are cognitive process, socioculture, social cognitive, and
ecological (Hodges, 2017). Writing done under the cognitive process theory is focused on the
writing processes of brainstorming, prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing (Hodges, 2017).
Socioculture theory essentially focuses on the fact that other people, culture, traditions,
economic status, and other influences will impact writing. Writing in the social cognitive theory
serves as a reflection of the author's thinking and understanding. The ecological theory states
that writing can reflect how the author individually responds to the world around them. Knowing
how all four theories influence writing will help teachers create writing instruction that shapes all
children into writers.
To best inform teachers on how to teach children the skills they will need to become
diverse writers, this literature review focuses on research surrounding topics creating writing
instruction that coordinates with students reading. Writing and reading are connected and
teaching them together benefits students' learning (Graham, 2019). Research suggests, along
with teaching writing with reading, there are other key principles of quality instruction. These
principles include: time, choice, publishing, and sharing. Finding time to write is a challenge to
teachers today (Colwell, 2018). The recommended time students need for writing is one hour
with half of that hour being devoted to instruction and the other half dedicated to writing. Giving
students choices in what and how they write builds interest in writing and makes students more
committed to what they are writing (Morrow & Gambrell, 2014). After students complete the
writing process, it is beneficial to publish the writing. During and at the end of the writing process
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students can share their writing orally with classmates. Sharing writing celebrates work done by
students during writing time (Shubitz & Dorfman, 2019).
For a balanced writing program teachers need to be well educated in writing instruction.
Professional development is one way for teachers to learn the key principles of a well-balanced
writing instruction. Professional development impacts how educators teach writing (McCarthy &
Kang, 2017). "Overall, there is a need for more opportunities in both preservice education and
PD programs, especially those that target new teachers, in the teaching of writing" (McCarthy &
Kang, 2017, p. 415). Attending writing professional development is a way for teachers to
increase their attitude, knowledge, and understanding toward writing. Teachers who have
positive outlook toward teaching writing are more likely to teach writing the recommended
amount of time.
Conclusion
Research continues to indicate the need for quality writing instruction in schools.
Students deserve to receive a strong writing foundation because writing is a skill that students
will use for the rest of their lives. It is important to have an appropriate amount of time dedicated
to writing instruction each day but, unfortunately, this does not happen in many classrooms.
One way to increase the amount of time spent writing is to combine writing instruction with
reading instruction. Students should also have a choice in what they write about, students
finished writing projects ought to be published, and it is imperative they have time to share their
writing orally throughout the writing process.
It is also important for teachers, both experienced and inexperienced, to have
professional development opportunities. When experienced teachers have opportunities to learn
at professional development courses, they are building on many years of experience and
knowledge. After attending the professional development, teachers can incorporate any new
knowledge into his or her classroom. Inexperienced teachers benefit from professional
development to help them develop a strong foundation from which they can build upon.
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Therefore, professional development likely plays a key role in developing quality writing
instruction. This project hopes to provide teachers insight into how they can create a strong
writing community in their classrooms. Teachers will be able to take what they learn about
writing and the importance of combining reading and writing instruction and create lessons and
activities to improve the quality of student writing.
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Chapter 3: Project Description
Introduction
In classrooms today, more recognition and time is given to reading instruction than time
given to writing instruction (Rowe et. al.,2022). This is a disadvantage to students because
writing is a tool they will need it the future. People use writing to pass on information throughout
the world (Graham et. al., 2013). As teachers we need to make schools an environment where
writing is a central part of the classroom (Rowe et. al, 2022). Teachers need to have increased
opportunities to learn how to teach writing alongside reading in order to devote more of their
school day to writing.
For students to have valuable writing opportunities, teachers need to have writing
knowledge and confidence in what they are teaching. Schools should provide their teachers
opportunities to come together to create a harmonious plan of what quality writing looks like at
their school (Calkins & Ehrenworth, 2016). The purpose of this project is to create a professional
development course to teach educators the importance of teaching writing alongside of reading.
The author’s objectives for this project are for students to have the opportunity to learn how to
read along with learning how to write at the same time, for students to experience intentional
writing instruction focused on their needs, for educators to learn the benefits of spending
appropriate amount of time dedicated to writing each day, and for teachers to learn how to
combine their writing and reading instruction.
In this project you will find different resources to implement quality writing instruction in
elementary schools. These resources include an initial writing professional development for
teachers and administrators to attend, a writing professional learning community (PLC) outline,
monthly PLC meeting agendas, and a writing-stages tracking page. To monitor progress while
implementing writing instruction, this project contains two evaluation tools. The evaluation
pieces are a writing progress tracking page and a teacher self monitoring record. To round out
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this project, conclusions and implementation plans for this writing professional development are
included.
Project Components
For better writing instruction, teachers need to have professional development
opportunities to learn how to make changes. "Professional development is key to reforms in
teaching and learning" (Desimone, 2009, p. 192). Graham (2019) explains that writing
professional development should improve writing within all grade levels, support reading,
support learning, and provide common expectations with school personnel. This project was
designed around these recommendations.
The first component of this project is a professional development centered around
bettering writing instruction. In Importance of Writing Instruction (Appendix A) teachers will learn
the value of writing instruction. Educators will also receive suggestions for combining their
writing and reading instruction. To be effective in changing the writing instruction culture in
schools, professional development should not be an only-once-a-year event. Graham (2019)
reminds us that professional development is learning that is ongoing. One way that learning can
be ongoing in schools is through PLC meetings. To ensure that learning started in this
professional development is ongoing, a PLC Meeting Outline (Appendix B) was created. This
outline will be used at monthly PLC meetings by teachers to organize the learning completed on
the focused writing topic. Each meeting educators will have an agenda to follow with resources
centered around the writing topic that is being expanded on further during the meeting. These
agendas can be found in (Appendix C) titled Writing PLC Monthly Meeting Agendas. These
agendas will focus teachers' learning around a central topic and help expand on learning done
through the initial professional development opportunity.
This project also contains Writing Stages Tracking found in (Appendix D), which is a
quick form teachers can complete during individual writing conferences to keep track of where a
student is at in the writing process. As mentioned in chapter 2, students will be at different
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points in the writing process at different times. Schultz and Fecho (2000) explain that teachers
track individual progress in order to provide help when needed. This provides teachers with a
way to track progress as they implement changes in their writing instruction.
Project Evaluation
This project will be evaluated using two different tools. The Writing Progress Tracker
(Appendix E) will help evaluate and track individual writing progress. Writing is not universal and
students will have different areas of strengths and weaknesses. Tracking individual student
writing will guide writing conferences by telling teachers what areas students are successful in
writing and what areas teachers can help guide them. The tracker includes two versions. One is
tailored for lower elementary students and the other one is tailored for upper elementary
students.
To monitor progress towards a more comprehensive writing program, teachers will use
the Teacher Self Monitoring Record (Appendix F). This is a form teachers can complete to
check in on progress in incorporating the key principles of writing into their classroom. This can
be completed daily or weekly. To keep teachers accountable, this form can be brought to the
PLC meetings. At this meeting, teachers can discuss how everyone is doing and what can be
done to make writing instruction better.
When writing instruction is valued and the recommended time is set aside for writing,
teachers will be able to watch students progress. When this professional development is given
at school, all the teachers will gain the same knowledge. This will be helpful to a school looking
to have a strong and cohesive writing program. At the PLC meetings, teachers can discuss
individual students' progress and offer suggestions on how to help them. Creating an
opportunity to learn about the value of writing and how it impacts students will help teachers
build confidence in teaching writing and help monitor growth over time.
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Project Conclusions
Today students do not receive the basic writing skills they need because they are not
getting what they need out of writing instruction (Graham, 2019). There is not enough time
focused on writing and writing instruction (Graham, 2019). Today teachers have many
standards to teach to their students, and these standards can take away time focused on writing
instruction. Even teaching the writing standards are hard because they are not designed for all
students. Some students will fail because the goal is too easy for them while others will struggle
because the goals are too hard (Graham et al., 2013). Another reason why students are not
getting proper writing instruction is because of the lack of guidance to teach it (Graham et al.,
2013).
Writing research centers around how to make sure students are getting the proper
writing instruction they deserve. Researchers have identified the connection between writing
and reading as a way to increase student outcomes. "Reading and writing are central to good
schooling- and they influence each other reciprocally. Writing reveals how much and how well
we read-even as it makes us better readers and thinkers" (Schmoker, 2018, p. 41). To solve the
original problem of writing instruction, researchers have identified key parts to writing instruction
that best develops student writing. According to Calkins and Ehrenworth (2016), students need
time, choice, and a response from other writers. The last tactic to solve the problem of writing
instruction is increasing teachers' knowledge of how to properly teach writing.
According to Calkins and Ehrenworth (2016), in order to raise the outcome of student
writing, the first step needed is to increase teacher knowledge. A writing professional
development to help increase teachers’ knowledge in how to combine their writing instruction
with reading instruction was created for this project. The outcomes of this professional
development will be increased level of comfort and knowledge in teaching writing. Based on the
research in chapter 2, when teachers have increased knowledge and comfort levels with
teaching writing student writing, outcomes will increase.
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Plans for Implementation
The professional development session, along with the PLC monthly follow up meetings,
will be implemented in a catholic school containing grades preschool through eighth grade in
Petoskey, Michigan. The session will be given at an initial back to school professional
development day in August before the start of the 2022-2023 school year. In attendance at the
professional development will be a building principle and elementary teachers through fifth
grade.
Following the professional development session elementary teachers will participate in
monthly (PLC) meetings following a pre-determined schedule after a school day. PLC meetings
will follow existing building grade level groupings. It is at this meeting teachers will support each
other in their writing instruction and discuss any problems, questions, or concerns that may
arise.
After implementing this professional development in the catholic school in Petoskey,
Michigan, it can be shared and implemented in other area schools surrounding Petoskey, MI.
This writing project can be shared at other schools' professional development days. More
students will benefit from more teachers who have the opportunity to attend this professional
development. Sharing this project with other area schools will benefit the community.
This professional development is intended to show elementary teachers the importance
of quality writing instruction and give them a guideline of how to best implement writing
instruction. It is not a full writing curriculum with detailed lessons. After implementation of this
professional development, the next steps would be to find out how much writing instruction
actually changed in the school. Research at the school level can be done on how much time is
spent on writing instruction, how teachers integrated reading into writing instruction, were the
key principles of writing as mentioned in chapter 2 being carried out in the classroom, and if
teachers’ attitude towards teaching writing changed.
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Writing Professional Learning Community (PLC) Outline
Date: _______________________________________________________________________
Teachers in attendance: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Length of Meeting:_____________________________________________________________
Teacher Discussion
Writing Principle Discussed:
How are we implementing the writing principle:

Notes from discussion:

Ideas for further implementation:

Limitations that came up using targeted writing principle:

Additional support items/training needed:

Student Outcomes
How are students using writing principle discussed:

Student writing (evidence of principle used):

What will benefit students additionally:

Next Meeting Date:
Materials Needed at Meeting:
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Writing Professional Learning Community (PLC) Monthly Meeting
Agendas
September:
Topic: Combining Writing With Reading Instruction
Information/Discussion focus:
 Teaching both subjects at once.
o Integrating content to fit both subjects. Showing students how reading
helps writing and how writing helps reading.
o Language arts time starts with large group lesson focused on topic/skill
then transitions to small group time where students are working on
reading and writing. Teacher is working with individual students or a small
group of students.
 Large Group Instruction
o How much time are we devoting to large group instruction?
-Who needs more time? Who needs less time?
o Mentor Text
-What books do we have? What books do we need?
 Small Group Instruction
o How much time are we devoting to small group instruction?
-Who needs more time?
o Small Group instruction
-Ideas and activities to focus on phonics skill?
-Ideas and activities to help writing?
-How can reading benefit?
 Writing Homework
o Getting students to write at home would also benefit student writing. It
would show students that it is important.
o Integrating writing into our homework assignments?
 What ways will promote writing at home?
 Using our Resources
o How can we bring writing to the students?
 Using our in school library
-Author visits
-Virtual author visits
 Using our bookstore
-Pairing with them for author visit or special writing and reading
incentive
 Writing field trips around Petoskey
-Ideas
Student Writing:
 Student use of reading knowledge in their writing.
Resources:
The Writing Strategies Book: Your Everything Guide to Developing Skilled Writers by
Jennifer Serravallo
 Lesson ideas and tips for small group or large group writing lessons.
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October:
Topic: Time For Writing
Information/Discussion Items:
 One hour writing each day
o Looking at our schedules and making sure we can do this.
-Do we all have one large language arts block for both writing and
reading?
-If we do not what can be done to make it longer.
 Increasing writing done outside of our language arts block.
o How can we increase student writing in content area?
Student Writing:
 Student writing benefiting from time.
o How are students using their time during writing and reading instruction
Resources:
Best Practices in Writing Instruction edited by Steve Graham, Charles A. MacArthur and
Michael Hebert
 In this book about writing instruction the authors go over qualities to include in
your writing practice to make it best for students.

November:
Topic: Student Choice in Writing
Information /Discussion focus:
 Students should have a choice in what they want to write about.
o Who is giving students a choice in writing?
-Is it for all writing or is some writing still assigned?
o Why are teachers picking the writing topics?
 How can we change and make writing about student choice?
 When students have a choice they are more engaged and interested in writing.
 Students have various levels of knowledge on various topics. When they are
picking what they want to write about they can use their knowledge in the writing.
Student Writing:
 Student using choice in their writing .
o How can we help students come up with writing topics if struggling?
Resources:
Best Practices in Literacy Instruction edited by Lesley Mandel Marrow and Linda B.
Gambrell
 Another book resources to increase confidence in teaching writing. Gives ways to
better writing instruction.
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December:
Topic: Publishing Writing
Information /Discussion focus:
 Student writing should published.
-Students have pride when they see it published.
-Make the connection to reading because they are the authors and wrote a piece
like authors of a book do.
 How do we currently publish student writing?
o What are we currently doing?
o How can we publish more or differently?
 How can we incorporate technology into publishing?
o Does anyone have websites things they currently do?
Student Writing:
 How are students publishing their writing?
o Do students have a way they like?
Resources:
Publishing Student Writing--and Your own
-Article on importance of publishing writing
- https://www.edutopia.org/self-publishing-student-writing
50 Ideas for Publishing Student Writing
-Blog with ways to publish writing
- http://teacheroffduty.com/ideas-publishing-student-writing/
January:
Topic: Sharing Writing
Information:
 Each day students should have a chance to share their writing piece.
-All throughout the writing process
 Teachers model what sharing looks like and what the class should be doing while
others are sharing.
-Set a routine and expectations for sharing time.
-Becomes a standard.
 Are we setting aside time each day for sharing time?
o When are we sharing? During our language arts time or another time of
day?
o What needs to be done so everyone is sharing?
 How can we increase sharing writing from students who do not want to share?
 Can we create literacy nights for students to share their published writing with
parents/friends?
o What teachers are willing to work with our principle to take sharing to the
next level and have a literacy night?
Student Writing:
 Students sharing writing.
o Do we see students helping others during share time? Do we see
students using other student's ideas in their own writing?
Resources:
When Writers Drive the Workshop: Honoring Young Voices and Bold Choices by Brian
Kissel
 Resources for teaching using a workshop model in their classroom
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February:
Topic: Review of Combining Writing and Reading Instruction
Information:
 How is our large group instruction going?
-What changes did we make?
-What do you need help with?
-What additional resources do we need?
 How is our small group instruction going?
-What changes did you make?
-Did they help?
-What do you need help with
 Writing and Reading
-Are we seeing benefits of the two subjects helping each other?
-What can we do in addition to enhance the connection?
 What challenges did we come across?
-Did we solve these challenges?
-What do we need additionally?
Student Writing:
 Are we seeing improvement in student writing? What do we still need to do to
help students?
Resources:
Effectiveness of Literacy Programs Balancing Reading and Writing Instruction: A MetaAnalysis by Graham, Liu, Aitken, Ng, Bartlett, Harris, Holzapfel
 A research article that would help us when combining our reading and writing
instruction.
Created by: Katherine Miller, 2022
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March:
Topic: Review of Time and Choice in Writing
Information:
 Choice in Writing
o How is writing going in regards to student choice?
-Has student choice in writing increased?
-Are students having authentic purpose in what they write about?
o How can we help make assigned writing prompts or projects into choice
writing?
o Are we seeing greater interest in student writing with the introduction of
student choice in writing?
o What do you need to incorporate choice into writing instruction?
 When students pick their topics they will have background knowledge on the
topic. A greater knowledge in what they are writing about will lead to writing
pieces with more substance.
 Time for Writing
o Are we all getting one hour for writing instruction?
-Who is getting less?
-How can we increase writing time? Look at daily schedules.
o How are we incorporating writing into other subject areas?
-What is working?
-How can we keep increasing writing during all parts of the day?
Student Writing:
 Are we seeing improvement in student writing? What do we still need to do to
help students?
Resources:
Growing Extraordinary Writers: Leadership Decisions to Raise the Level of Writing
Across a School and District by Lucy Calfkins and Mary Ehrenworth
 This research article highlights and explains writing essential schools should
incorporate into their instruction.
April:
Topic: Review of Publishing Writing
Information/ Discussion focus:
o How is publishing going? What do you need help with?
-Good
-Bad
o How has publishing changed since our December meeting?
o Did anyone tried a new way to publish writing?
o Has anyone tried to use technology more?
- What do we need to be more successful in using technology?
-Who needs help using technology publish writing?
Student Writing:
 Are we seeing improvement in student writing? What do we still need to do to
help students?
Resources:
Changing How Writing is Taught by Steve Graham
 Research article explaining how we can change our writing instruction. Helpful to
have his ideas and is a helpful resource.
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May:
Topic: Review of Sharing Writing
Information/ Discussion focus:
o How is sharing going?
o Are we setting aside time each day for sharing time?
-How is sharing going?
-Are students getting use to it?
-Are teachers setting the example and expectations?
o How have the students responded to time set aside for sharing?
o How can we help those who did not try or experience trouble?
-What is your schedule? Where can we find the time?
o Sharing is important for students. It helps them learn from each other.
o Has anyone witnessed students helping each other? Has anyone had
students learn something from their peers?
o What still needs to be done to help improve sharing opportunities?
o Update on literacy night? Can we making student sharing writing a bigger event?
Student Writing:
 Are we seeing improvement in student writing? What do we still need to do to
help students?
Resources:
Foucs by Mike Schmoker
 A book resource that has a chapters about reading and writing. He gives his
suggestions on how to better instruction. He highlights the connection between
reading and writing instruction.
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Writing Stages Tracking
Created by: Katherine Miller, 2022
Student
Name

Prewriting

Drafting

Editing

Publishing

Sharing
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Student
Name

Prewriting
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Drafting

Editing

Publishing

Sharing
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Writing Progress Tracker
Lower Elementary Writing Progress Tracker
Student Name:
Teacher:

Date

Main Idea

Organization

Sentence Structure

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Key: 1= Needs further instruction
2= Beginning stages
3= Developing ideas
4= Meets expectations
5= Exceeds expectations/ does not need help

Notes:
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Upper Elementary Writing Progress Tracker

Student Name:
Teacher:

Date

Main idea

Organization

1 2 3 4 5

Supporting
details
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Paragraph
Structure
1 2 3 4 5

Sentence
Structure
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Key: 1= Needs further instruction
2= Beginning stages
3= Developing ideas
4= Meets expectations
5= Exceeds expectations/ does not need help

Notes:
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Teacher Self Monitoring Record
Directions: Teachers place an X or check mark in the boxes of the day of the week when the
writing principle was incorporated into writing instruction
Day of Week

Time for

Student

Publishing

Time for

Writing paired

Writing (60

Choice

Writing

Sharing

with reading

minutes)
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Notes:
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